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GEOGRAPHY (IMP)  

CHAPTER – 1 (RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT) 

Q1. Very short answers (1 marks each)  

1. Who wrote the book ‘small is beautiful’? 

2. Which type of soul is found in the river deltas of the eastern coast? 

3. Give any two factors which determine the land use pattern of a nation. 

4. How much degraded land is present in India? 

5. Name the institution which is empowered by the government of India to acquire land? 

6. What is strip cropping? 

7. Why are the lower horizons of the soil occupied by ranker? 

8. Name the soil which is suitable for the cropping of cashew nuts. 

9. Name any two nutrients which are found in black soils? 

10. Mention the reason due to which red soils looks red? 

11. Which region of India is known as basalt region? 

12. Where was first international earth summit held? 

13. How much percentage of forest area in the country according to the national forest policy. 

14. Which type of soil develops due to high temperature and evaporation? 

15. Which one of the following resources can be acquired by the nation? 

        a) Potential resources        b) International resources 

        c) National resources         d) Public resources  

16. Which one of the following is responsible for sheet erosion? 

         a) Underground water         b) Wind  

         c) Glacier                                 d) Water 

17. Which one of the following method is used to break up the force of wind? 



         a) Shelter belt                        b) Strip cropping 

         c) Contous ploughing            d) Terrace farming  

 

18. Which one of the following is the main cause of land degradation in Madhya Pradesh? 

         a) Mining                      b) Overgrazing  

         c) Deforestation           d) Over irrigation 

19. What do you mean by sustainable development? 

20. When and why was the Rio – de – Janero  earth summit held? 

Q2. Short answers (3 marks each) 

1. What do you mean by land use pattern? Name the factors that determine the use of land. 

2. Define resources? Name some resources? 

3. What was the main contribution of the Brunet land commission report, 1987? 

 4. “Resources are a function of human activities”. Elaborate the statement with suitable arguments. 

5. Classify resources on the basis of origin. Give examples. 

6. Classify resources on the basses of exhaustibility write examples. 

7. What was agenda 21? 

8. List the problems caused due to the indiscriminate use of resources by human being? 

9. Write a short note on Rio – de- janerio earth summit, 1992. 

10. What is resource planning? Why is resource planning essential/ 

11. Define sustainable development? What are their importances? 

12. How far it is correct to say that the availability of resources is a necessary condition for the 

development of any region? Explain. 

13. What type of relief covers most of India’s land? Explain. 

14. Why does the net sown area vary from one state to another? 

15. Distinguish between Khadar and Bhangar. 

16. What is soil erosion? Explain the major types of soil erosion? 

17. Explain the two types of water erosion. 

18. Why is resource planning essential? 



19. Suggest some ways to solve the problems of land degradation. 

20. How do rocks play an important role in the formation of soil? 

 

Q3. Long answers (5 marks each) 

1. Classify resources on the basis of ownership into four categories. Mention the main feature of each. 

2. Distinguish between the renewable and non – renewable resources. 

3. Describe briefly the distribution of soils found in India. 

4. What is regur soil? Write its two features, mention any two regions where regur  soil is found. 

5. Classify resources on the basis of ownership with examples. 

6. Why is resource planning important in the context of a country like India? 

7. How has technical and economic development led to more consumption of resources? 

8. Explain the land use pattern in India? 

9. Explain any five proper farming techniques which can be used for soil conservation. 

10. How is red soil formed? Mention its features? 

11. Which type of soil is ideal for growth of cotton? What are the main characteristics of this type of 

soil? Name some areas where they found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 CHAPTER – 4 (AGRICULTURE) 

Q1. Very short answers (1 marks each)  

1. Name the country in which Humming agriculture is known as milpa? 

 2. Which type of farming is practiced in areas with high population pressure on land? 

3. What is Bewar? 

4. What is Pana Dabi? 

5. What is zaid season? 

6. What are Aus, Aman, Boro? 

7. Name two important wheat growing zones of India? 

8. Who offered so acres of land to landless villagers? 

9. What part of total population of India is engaged in agriculture activities 

          a) 2/3            b) 1/3           c) 2/5           d) 1/4 

10. India is the larger producer as well as the consumer of the world? 

          a) Wheat           b) Maize           c) Pulses            d) Millets 

Q2. Short answers (3 marks each) 

1. What are three cropping seasons of India? Explain any one in brief. 

2. Define agriculture, why has cultivation methods charged significantly over years/ 

3. What is plantation farming? What are its main characteristics? 

4. Why are some pulses known as leguminous crop? Why are they grown in rotation with other crops? 

5. Distinguish between Gramdan and Bhoodan. 

6. Which type of agriculture is known  as slash and burn agriculture? What is the main disadvantage of 

this type farming? 

7. The land under cultivation is being reduced day by day. Can you imagine its consequences? 

8. Why is agriculture important for Indian economy? 

9. What are the efforts made by the government to modernize agriculture in India? 



10. Write down the features of primitive subsitence agriculture. 

11. Write down the features of commercial farming. 

12. Write down the features of intensive subsitence agriculture. 

13. Why is wheat mainly grown in Punjab? Give 3 reasons. 

14. Kerala leads in the production of rubber. Give 3 reasons. 

15. ‘Rice grows well in Punjab and Haryana also’. State two reasons for it. 

16. Write briefly about the movement started by Vinoba Bhave known as bloodless revolution? 

17. What are millets and why are they called coarse grains? Give some examples of millet crops and 

areas they are grown in. 

18. What do you known about green revolution? 

19. Distinguish between rabi and kharif season. 

20. What is horticulture? Name the fruits grown in India? 

Q3. Long answers (5 marks each) 

1. Explain the favourable temperature, rainfall and soil conditions required for the growth of tea. Name 

the leading tea producing status. 

2. Explain the favourable temperature, rainfall and soil conditions required for the growth of coffee. 

Name the leading coffee producing status. 

3. Which is the staple crop for majority of the people in India? What are the geographical conditions 

required for its growth. Name the major areas of its production. 

4. Which is the second most important cereal crop? What are the geographical conditions required for 

its growth. Name the major areas of its production. 

5. Name the crop which is used both as food and fodder? What are the geographical conditions required 

for its growth. Name the major areas of its production. 

6. Name the crop which is main source of sugar and gur? What are the geographical conditions required 

for its growth. Name the major areas of its production. 

7. Which crop is known as golden fiber? What are the geographical conditions required for its growth. 

Name the major areas of its production. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER – 5 (MINERALS & ENERGY RESOURCES) 

Q1. Very short answers (1 marks each)  

1. How the geologists define minerals? 

2. What are rocks? 

3. What is ore? 

4. Name any two minerals which are found in beds and layers. 

5. Define places deposits? 

6. Which minerals are found in ocean water? 

7. Which kind of mineral is found in Rajasthan? 

8. Name the district of Odisha where Badampahas mines are found. 

9. Name the mineral which are found in Anarkantak plateau. 

10. Name the industries which are key users of natural gas. 

11. State which is largest producer of manganese is 

         a) Karnataka           b) Jharkhand             c) Madhya Pradesh            d) Orissa  

12. Which is the oldest oil producing state in India 

          a) Gujarat             b) Maharashtra             c) Assam           d) None of these 

Q2. Short answers (3 marks each) 

1. “Discovery and use of iron brought a radical change in human life” prove it with 3 examples. 

2. Describe the various forms in which minerals occurs. 

3. Why is mining activity often called a “killer industry”. Give 3 reasons. 

4. Why does solar energy in Rajasthan have greater potential as non – conventional source of energy? 

5. How minerals are formed in sedimentary rocks? Name any two minerals formed due to evaporation 

especially in arid region. 

6. Name any one rock mineral. Write about its formation. Name the industry in which it is used? 

7. Can you illustrate some suggestions to conserve minerals? 



8. Distinguish between metallic minerals and non metallic minerals. 

9. What is the contribution of coal in the installed capacity o electricity? Why is the share of coal 

continuing to be highest? 

10. Outline the uses of energy? Explain the different sources of energy resources. 

11. Why the use of fire wood and dung cake should be discouraged? 

12. How would you classify the types of coal on the bases of geological ages? 

13. Write about the formation of tidal energy. 

14. How the people of rural areas get benefited from the setting up of biogas plants? 

15. Explain the different uses of mineral oil. 

16. How would you explain the occurrence of petroleum in India? 

17. Write any two features of natural gas. Why is it considered an environment friendly fuel? 

18. Distinguish between natural gas and bio gas.  

19. What is non – conventional sources of energy? Discuss two sources of such types of energy. 

20. India now rank as a “wind super power” in the world. Why? 

Q3. Long answers (5 marks each) 

1. How can we conserve energy resources in India? Explain. 

2. What are non – conventional sources of energy? Why do they have a bright future in India? 

3. Write a short note on bauxite, its formation, features and distribution in India. 

4. Why there is a need of conservation of minerals? 

5. How would you classify the type of coal depending on the degree of compression? 

6. Distinguish between conventional and non – conventional source of energy. 

7. Can you explain different types of iron ores? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER – 6 (MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES) 

Q1. Very short answers (1 marks each)  

1. What are small scale industries? 

2. What are heavy industries? 

3. When and where, the first cement plant was set up? 

4. What is NTPC? 

5. In 1857 where the first cotton mill of India was founded. 

       a) Mysore        b) Madras       c) Surat           d) Bombay 

6. Durgapur is situated in 

       a) Jharkhand       b) Orissa        c) Chattisgarh         d) West Bengal 

7. STP is the abbreviation of  

          a) System tech park  

          b) Software technology park 

          c) State thermal plant  

          d) Software technology picket 

8. Atomic power plant causes. 

          a) Water pollution          b) Noise pollution 

          c) Air pollution                d) Heat pollution 

9. ‘Industrialization and urbanization go hand in hand’. Explain. 

10. What is agglomeration economies? 

Q2. Short answers (3 marks each) 

1. Which factors are responsible for the decentralization of cotton textile mills in India? 

2. What were the major objectives of national jute policy 2005? Why is the internal demand for jute 

increasing? 



3. India is an important iron and steel producing country in the world yet, we are not able to perform to 

our full potential. Give any four reasons. 

4. What is importance of the manufacturing industries? 

5. How would you classify industries on the bases of their main role? 

6. What are the impact of mining on the health of the miners and the environment? 

7. Can you write brief outline about the position of Indian cotton industry at international level? 

8. Classify industries on the bases of raw materials used? 

9. What is the precondition for the eradication of unemployment and poverty of our country? 

10. Why has there been a decline in the jute industry? Give reasons. 

11. What are the 3 problems being faced by the Indian cotton industry? 

12. Why does the north eastern part of the peninsular plateau region have the maximum concentration 

of iron and steel industries? 

13. Write some facts of the Indian chemical industry. 

14. Explain the role of NTPC in pouring the way to control environment degradation. 

15. How could you classify industry on the bases of ownership? 

16. Describe any 3 measures of controlling industrial pollution. 

17. Explain any 3 factors responsible for the concentration of jute industry in the Hugli basin? 

Q3. Long answers (5 marks each) 

1. Bring out the importance of information technology and electronic in India? 

2. Why are industries located in or near the cities? What were its results in pre independence period? 

3. Analyse the advantages of the decentralization of industries in India. 

4. How will you elaborate the importance of manufacturing industries? Explain. 

5. Explain the different stages in the process of manufacturing of steel. 

6. Cotton textile industry has close links with agriculture. Explain. 

7. What are the major problems of cotton textile industry? 

8. Why is iron and steel industry called a basic industry? 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CHAPTER – 7 (LIFE LINES OF NATIONAL ECONOMY) 

Q1. Very short answers (1 marks each)  

1.  When and where the first train was travelled? 

2. Which is the longest national highway of India? 

3. Name the roads which help military. 

4. Name the deepest and land locked part of India. 

5. Which is first part to be developed just after independence? 

6. Name the oldest artificial port and second most important port of the country? 

7. Which mean of transportation carried 95% of India’s trade volume? 

8. Which mean of transportation is a new arrival on the map of India? 

9. Which is the longest national highway of India? 

10. What are six lane highways are called. 

11. Golden quadrilateral super highways are maintained by – 

           a) Zila parishad                  b) PWD 

          c) CPWD                              d) NHAI 

12. Bulk carrier across nations 

           a) Airways           b) Roadways 

           c) Railways          d) waterways 

13. Bulk carrier within India 

           a) Airways           b) Roadways 

           c) Railways          d) waterways 

14. What is the width of two tracks of brand gauge? 

15. Which mode of transportation reduces transshipment losses and delays? 

Q2. Short answers (3 marks each) 



1. What is international trade? What do you mean by balance of trade? What is the important of trade? 

2. What are the means of mass communication? Explain features of any two media. 

3. List different types of roads in India. 

4. What do you mean by pipeline transport? 

5. Explain the important pipeline networks in India. 

6. What is the work of NHAI, CPWD, and SPWD? 

7. Describe the main features of the Indian postal network. 

8. What are the significances of national highways? 

9. What are the significances of the ports in India’s economy. 

10. Describe the advantages of waterways? 

11. Mention the merits and demerits of airways. 

12. Explain the different categories of mail. 

13. Name the regions where it was difficult to lay railways tracks. And why? 

14. Explain the dimensions and length of different types of railways gauges. 

15. Classify roads on the basis of material used for construction? 

16. What are the problems faced by roads in India? 

17. What is meant by trade? What is the different between international trade and local trade? 

18. Describe factors of Indian tourism as a trade. 

19. Mention any three features of Kandla port.  

20. What is the meaning of road density? Describe the road density of Kerala and Jammu and Kashmir. 

21. What is the importance of railways in daily life? 

22. Highlight the important of radio and television as an effective means of mass communication in 

India. 

23. Name any 3 waterways which have been declared as national waterways by the government of 

India. 

24. What is balance of trade? In which situation is it favorable and unfavorable? 

25. The great plains have more railways than the Himalayan mountains. Why? 

Q3. Long answers (5 marks each) 



1. No countries can survive without international trade. Explain? 

2. “Highways are the principal mode of transportation in India”. Explain. 

3. How do physiographic and economic factors influence the distribution pattern of Indian railways 

network? Explain with example. 

4. Name any two navigational rivers of India? In which part of India inland water ways are widely used? 

Write 2 merits and demerits of inland water transport. 

5. Highlight the important of pipeline transportation and network. 

6. What are the chief import and export items in India? 

7. What are the problems faced by Indian roadways? 

8. What are the features of railways in India? 

9. What are the problems faced by Indian railways?  


